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Role of altered esophageal intraluminal baseline
impedance levels in patients with
gatroesophageal reflux disease refractory to
proton pump inhibitors
Liuqin Jiang, MDa, Bixing Ye, MDa, Lin Lin, MD, PhDa,∗, Ying Wang, MDb, Meifeng Wang, BSa

Abstract
Numerous studies have investigated utility of esophageal intraluminal baseline impedance levels (BILs) in gastroesophageal reflux
disease (GERD). However, effect of BILs in refractory GERD (RGERD) has not been well investigated. The aim of this study is to
evaluate role of BILs in RGERD patients. Total 62 subjects with refractory gastroesophageal reflux symptoms underwent 24-hour
impedance-pH monitoring and gastroendoscopy. Distal BILs in acid reflux type were significantly lower than those in nonacid reflux
type and functional heartburn (FH) group. Distal BILs of reflux esophagitis (RE) patients were lower than those of nonerosive reflux
disease (NERD) patients, while there were no statistical significance between 2 groups. Patients with severe esophagitis had lower
distal BILs than those with mild esophagitis and NERD patients, and patients with severe esophagitis in acid reflux type had the
lowest distal BILs. Distal BILs were significantly negatively correlated with DeMeester score, episodes of acid reflux, and acid
exposure time, but no correlated with episodes of nonacid reflux. Characteristics of BILs in RGERD patients were similar with those in
GERD patients, but might be more complicated. Evaluating BILs in RGERD patients could achieve a better understanding of
pathophysiology in RGERD.

Abbreviations: AET= acid exposure time, BIL= baseline impedance level, FH= functional heartburn, GERD= gastroesophageal
reflux disease, LA = Los Angeles classification, LES = lower esophageal sphincter, MII-pH monitoring = 24 hour multichannel
intraluminal impedance and pHmonitoring, NERD = nonerosive reflux disease, PPI = proton pump inhibitor, RE = reflux esophagitis,
RGERD = refractory gastroesophageal reflux disease.
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1. Introduction

Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) is considered as
refractory when the improvement of symptoms with a standard
proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) treatment for 12 weeks is
<50%.[1] The pathological mechanism of refractory gastro-
esophageal reflux disease (RGERD) is multifactorial and
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remaining unclear. Multiple elements have been proposed for
play in the genesis of PPI-refractory symptoms: insufficient
suppression of acid reflux; association with nonacid reflux;
abnormal esophageal motility; esophageal hypersensitivity; and
psychological factors.[2,3]

Twenty four hour multichannel intraluminal impedance and
pH monitoring (MII-pH monitoring) plays a very important role
in detection of reflux episodes in GERD patients,[4–6] and enables
classification of RGERD into reflux-related disease, including
acid reflux and nonacid reflux types, and including functional
heartburn (FH).[1,7] Although when there are no swallows or
episodes of reflux, the resulting intraluminal baseline impedance
level (BIL) reflects the primary electrical conductivity of the
esophagus based on that the esophageal wall contacts directly
with the MII-pH sensor catheter.
Previous studies, which focused on GERD and FH diseases,

have revealed that BILs in GERD patients were lower than FH
patients and healthy people, and demonstrated that BILs are
correlated with acid exposure time (AET) and mucosal injury of
the esophagus, and suggested that BILs are considered as an
indicator of the esophageal mucosal integrity.[8–12] However, role
of BILs in the pathogenesis of RGERD has not been adequately
investigated until now. Recent study in Japan demonstrated that
among patients with PPI-refractory nonerosive reflux disease
(NERD), acid reflux group had lower BILs compared with
nonacid reflux group and FH group.[13] Martinucci et al[14]

showed that BILs of FH patients negative response to PPIs were
lower than those of responders.
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We hypothesized that BILs are altered in certain segments of
the esophagus in RGERD patients such as GERD patients, and
that the alterations are associated with reflux events and
esophageal function. The aims of this study were: to evaluate
the composition of BILs from proximal to distal esophagus in
RGERD patients and compare the BILs among patients with
different reflux type; to evaluate their relation to different reflux
events and acid-related parameters in RGERD patients; and to
assess whether BILs are associated to erosive esophagitis.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study subjects

All patients referred to the First Affiliated Hospital of Nanjing
Medical University outpatient clinics from January 2014 to
December 2015 in this retrospective study. Inclusion criteria
included age of 18 years or older and any gender. All patients had
typical heartburn or regurgitation according to the Montreal
consensus,[15] lasting >6 months, and their reflux disease
questionnaire scores were not less than 12.[16] They met the
criteria of RGERD which improvement of symptoms was <50%
after they were treated with omeprazole 20mg or rabeprazole 10
mg bid for at least 12 weeks.[1] All subjects underwent endoscopy
in 1 month before analysis, the degree of esophageal mucosal
injury was graded according to Los Angeles classification (LA
A–D).[17] Patients were excluded if they had a history of peptic
ulcer, gastrointestinal tumor or surgery, or severe esophageal
motility disorders. In addition, subjects were also excluded if they
were found to have abnormalities other than erosive esophagitis
or chronic superficial gastritis by gastroendoscopy. The study
was approved by the Ethical Committee of First Affiliated
Hospital of Nanjing Medical University.

2.2. Esophageal multichannel intraluminal impedance and
pH monitoring

Subjects of PPIs, H2-antagonist, or prokinetic drugs therapy
which could influence esophageal motor function or gastric acid
secretion at least 1 week underwent MII-pH monitoring using an
ambulatory monitoring system (Given Imaging, Duluth, GA).
The catheter was inserted into distal esophagus through nasal
cavity. The catheter contained 6 impedance segments and 1 pH
electrode sensor. The pH sensor was placed at 5cm above the
lower esophageal sphincter (LES) (which was located by
manometry or traditional method), and 6 impedance values
(z1, z2, z3, z4, z5, and z6) were recorded at 6 sites (17, 15, 9, 7, 5,
and 3cm above the LES, respectively).

2.3. Analysis for reflux parameters and BILs

The data of reflux events and parameters were measured by
automatic analysis software of monitoring system. Two inves-
tigators (LJ and BY) blinded for the diagnosis of patients
reviewed the tracings manually to ensure accurate detection and
classification of reflux episodes and BILs. The meal periods were
excluded from the analysis.
The following reflux parameters were analyzed in our study:

the number and type of reflux episodes[18]; DeMeester score; and
AET. Reflux type is usually divided into 3 categories: acid,
weakly acid, and alkaline reflux. Therefore, in our study we
characterized the reflux episodes as acid or nonacid (including
weakly acid and alkaline), respectively, if the nadir pH reached
<4.0 or was constantly ≥4.0. AET was defined as the distal
2

esophageal total time with pH below 4, divided by the total time
of monitoring. BILs were assessed in a manner blinded to the
diagnostic results at 3 time points (around 00:00 AM, 10:00 AM,
and 4:00 PM) between meals, avoiding close to any period of
swallowing or reflux. Each single BIL represents the average level
of 3 suitable baseline levels around each time point. We chose
BILs from the 5th impedance site (z5, 5cm above the LES) to
analyze their correction with reflux parameters, where there was
a pH sensor to ensure that BILs were selected just when pH>6.
2.4. Definition of acid reflux type and nonacid reflux type
on the basis of MII-pH monitoring

In our study, the patients would be classified as having RGERD if
reflux parameters were positive according to pH monitoring. On
the basis of endoscopy results, RGERD patients were divided into
reflux esophagitis (RE) and NERD. We subclassified RGERD
patients into acid reflux and nonacid reflux types according to the
level of AET and acid reflux episodes. Patients with RGERDwere
considered as acid reflux type if there were abnormal AET
(>4.2%) and acid reflux episodes. Other RGERD patients were
considered as nonacid reflux type. Patients with typical
heartburn, negative endoscopy, and negative pH monitoring
are classified as FH.[6,19,20]
2.5. Statistical analysis

Data are expressed as means±SD. We used Student t test when
there were 2 groups being compared and analysis of variance for
difference in mean values. Post hoc comparisons were performed
using the LSD correction in the case of significant analysis of
variance (ANOVA) results. Correlation between BILs from z5
and reflux parameters were performed with Spearman’s rank test
2-tailed). A P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS version 19.0 for
windows (SPSS, Chicago, IL).
3. Results

3.1. Demographic and clinical characteristics

Total 62 patients with refractory gastroesophageal reflux
symptoms were enrolled (33 males, mean age 51.2±14.4 years).
All patients tolerated MII-pH monitoring and had no adverse
events. Before MII-pH monitoring, 48 patients completed
esophageal manometry to locate LES. RGERD was identified
in 52 patients and was classified as acid reflux type (24 patients)
and nonacid reflux type (28 patients). A total of 10(16.1%)
patients were diagnosed as FH, 27 patients were diagnosed as RE
(7 LA C/D and 20 LA A/B), and 25 patients were diagnosed as
NERD. Detailed demographic data and MII-pH monitoring
parameters are summarized in Table 1.
3.2. BILs in different reflux type

There was a decreasing trend in mean BILs from proximal to
distal esophagus in total RGERD patients, while only BILs from
z6 were significantly lower than others from z1 to z5 (all P<
0.01). Acid reflux type’s BILs decreased from z1 to z6, BILs from
z5 were lower than those from z1 to z4 (all P<0.01), and BILs
from z6 were lower those from z1 to z5 (all P<0.01), while there
were no difference among BILs of each site in nonacid reflux type
(all P>0.05) (Table 2).



Table 1

Baseline characteristics of the study groups.

RGERD Acid reflux Nonacid reflux FH

Number of subjects 52 24 28 10
Age 50.2±14.5 47.7±14.8 52.4±14.1 56.3±13.5
Male gender (n) 29 (55.8) 17 (70.8) 12 (42.9)

∗
4 (40)

∗

Erosive esophagitis (n) 27 (51.9) 14 (58.3) 13 (46.4) 0 (0)
∗

LA-C/D 7 (13.5) 5 (20.8) 2 (7.1)
∗

0 (0)
∗

DeMeester score 16.9±19.1 30.2±21.1 5.5±4.0
∗

6.0±4.8
∗

Reflux episodes
Acid 80.3±73.3 130.9±77.4 37.0±28.7

∗
28.4±30.9

∗

Nonacid 32.8±30.8 38.2±31.8 36.2±32.2 10.2±6.3
∗∗

AET, % 4.82±5.45 8.63±6.01 1.56±1.15
∗

1.71±1.37
∗

∗
P<0.05, versus acid reflux type,

∗∗
P<0.05, versus nonacid reflux type. AET= acid exposure time,

FH= functional heartburn, LA= Los Angeles classification, RGERD= refractory gastroesophageal
reflux disease.

Figure 1. Baseline impedance levels (BILs) of each group from different site.
Data were expressed as means (95% confidence intervals) versus acid reflux
type

∗
P<0.05,

∗∗
P<0.01.
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Figure 1 displayed the comparison of BILs across groups.
There was no significant difference in each site’s mean BILs
between RGERD and FH patients. Also there was no significant
difference in all sites’ BILs between nonacid reflux and FH group.
BILs from z4 to z6 in acid reflux type were significantly lower
than that in nonacid reflux type (all P<0.01). The lower BILs
from z5 to z6 compared with FH group were consistent in acid
reflux type (P=0.013, P=0.009, respectively). BILs from z6 in
acid reflux type were the lowest value among all groups.

3.3. BILs in RE and NERD group

BILs were lower in RE group than those in NERD group, but
there was no statistical significance between 2 groups. DeMeester
score, AET, and acid reflux episodes were significantly higher in
LA C/D subgroup than those in LA A/B subgroup and NERD
group. BILs from z4 to z6 were significantly lower in LA C/D
subgroup than those in LA A/B subgroup and NERD group (all
P<0.05). Detailed characteristics of each group were summa-
rized in Table 3.
Within acid reflux type, there were 5 LA C/D RE patients (LA

C/D+acid reflux) and 10 LA A/B patients (LA A/B+acid reflux);
within nonacid reflux type, there were 2 LA C/D patients (LA C/
D+nonacid reflux) and 10 LA A/B patients (LA A/B+nonacid
reflux). BILs with different degree esophagitis in different reflux
type were summarized in Table 4. BILs from z4 to z6 in LA A/B+
acid reflux, LA C/D+nonacid reflux, and LA C/D+acid reflux
subgroups were lower significantly than those in LA A/B+
nonacid reflux subgroup, and BILs from z6 in LA C/D+acid
reflux subgroup were lowest among all subgroups (Fig. 2).
Table 2

BILs (V) of all patients across groups from different site.

RGERD Acid reflux Nonacid reflux FH

Z1 3580.6±902.4 3634.4±868.1 3530.9±947.3 4243.1±980.3
Z2 3644.0±1015.9 3580.0±940.5 3703.0±1096.0 3915.4±809.0
Z3 3575.6±1122.0 3238.0±1070.9 3865.0±1101.4 4025.8±888.3
Z4 3501.4±1202.2 2968.5±1106.2 3958.2±1103.9 3926.5±525.0
Z5 3166.8±1375.5 2411.7±1194.4 3814.1±1190.4 3974.0±614.8
Z6 2681.1±1299.6 1814.2±996.4 3424.1±1050.6 3232.9±482.8

BIL=baseline impedance level, FH= functional heartburn, RGERD= refractory gastroesophageal
reflux disease.
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3.4. Correlation between BILs from z5 and reflux-related
parameters

BILs from z5 were significantly negatively correlated with
DeMeester score (r=�0.507, P=0.000, n=62) (Fig. 3A), with
episodes of acid reflux (r=�0.413, P=0.001, n=62) (Fig. 3B),
and with AET (r=�0.512, P=0.000, n=62) (Fig. 3C). Although
BILs from z5 had no correlation with episodes of nonacid reflux
(r=�0.027, P=0.837, n=62) (Fig. 3D).

4. Discussion

We acknowledged the possibility that some patients with
refractory gastroesophageal reflux symptoms may have been
misclassified owing to clinical examination limitations. Previous
studies reported that patients with refractory gastroesophageal
reflux symptoms often did not have GERD,[1,3,21] and that those
patients diagnosed as GERD were more related with nonacid
reflux (weakly acid and alkali reflux).[22–27] Consistent with the
above studies, our findings showed 45.2% patients with
refractory gastroesophageal reflux symptoms were associated
with nonacid reflux and 16.1% patients were considered as FH.
Our study specially aimed to determine role of BILs in RGERD
patients.
Previous investigations demonstrated that BILs by using MII-

pHmonitoring in healthy subjects were in the range of thousands
of Ohms,[6,9,28] while in distal esophagus of patients with acid
reflux or esophagitis were in the range of several hundreds of
Ohms, and that distal esophageal BILs were significantly lower
than proximal esophageal BILs.[10,29] In our study, we found that
there was a decreasing tendency in BILs from proximal esophagus
to distal esophagus in RGERD patients and patients with acid
reflux type. But the lowest distal BILs of RGERD patients were
nearly 2 thousands of Ohms, which were higher than those from
above-mentioned studies. We have yet to figure out a clear
explanation for our findings above. Anyway, we believe that
composition of BILs in RGERD patients was more complex than
that in regular GERD patients, because long-term PPIs or other
medicines usage could lead to mucosal inflammatory improve-
ment or recovery and esophageal mucosal injury may be just one
of pathogenic factors of RGERD but not the most important one.
Furthermore, the design of this retrospective study and small
sample size might be related with this result.
Several studies showed that distal BILs of GERD patients with

pathological acid reflux were markedly lower than those of
healthy volunteers.[8,9] Zhong et al[10] revealed that distal BILs in
GERD patients with acid reflux were lowest, and followed by
those with weakly acid reflux, alkali reflux, and normal

http://www.md-journal.com
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Table 3

RE and NERD group’s characteristics.

RE LA C/D LA A/B NERD

Number of subjects 27 7 20 25
Age 50.9±14.6 55.4±11.5 49.2±15.1 49.5±14.6
Male gender (n, %) 16 (59.3) 5 (71.4) 11 (55) 13 (54.2)
DeMeester score 18.8±22.9 35.7±39.5 12.9±8.9

∗
14.7±14.0

∗

Reflux episodes
Acid 92.8±72.9 145.7±103.9 68.2±53.3

∗
62.7±73.7

∗

Nonacid 40.6±33.6 41.1±35.0 40.4±34.0 33.4±29.8
AET, % 5.38±6.53 10.21±11.28 3.69±2.57

∗
4.22±4.01

∗

BILs, V
Z4 3382.7±1233.1 2415.9±1151.9 3721.1±1094.0

∗
3629.2±1179.5

∗

Z5 2978.5±1391.4 1786.2±730.0 3395.8±1331.9
∗

3370.2±1356.5
∗

Z6 2376.9±1354.9 1284.4±751.8 2759.2±1319.1
∗

3009.7±1176.3
∗

∗
P<0.05, versus LA C/D. AET= acid exposure time, BIL=baseline impedance level, LA= Los Angeles classification, NERD=nonerosive reflux disease, RE= reflux esophagitis.

Table 4

BILs with different degree esophageal inflammation in different reflux type.

LA C/D+acid
reflux (n=5)

LA A/B+acid
reflux (n=10)

LA C/D+nonacid
reflux (n=2)

LA A/B+nonacid
reflux (n=10) P value

Z1 3827.4±1260.1 3235.6±813.5 3998.7±525.1 3399.6±1076.7 0.521
Z2 3916.9±1541.8 3169.6±725.1 4182.3±1182.8 3849.8±1247.7 0.573
Z3 2790.8±1447.5 3372.1±988.7 3080.8±919.0 4249.6±1283.2 0.186
Z4 2405.1±1388.0 3167.8±944.6 2443.0±502.0 4274.4±976.6 0.009
Z5 1543.7±654.7 2698.1±1088.1 2392.5±673.9 4093.4±1216.3 0.001
Z6 952.1±563.0 2090.4±971.9 2115.2±437.2 3428.0±1317.1 0.000

BIL=baseline impedance level, LA= Los Angeles classification.

Figure 2. BILs from z4 to z6 with different degree esophagitis in acid reflux and
nonacid reflux types. BILs from z4 to z6 in LA A/B+acid reflux, LA C/D+
nonacid reflux, and LAC/D+acid reflux subgroupswere lower significantly than
those in LA A/B+nonacid reflux subgroup, and BILs from z6 in LA C/D+acid
reflux subgroup were lowest versus LA A/B+nonacid reflux subgroup

∗
P<

0.05,
∗∗
P<0.01. BIL=baseline impedance level, LA=Los Angeles classifica-

tion.
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population. Kandulski et al found that distal BILs in GERD
patients were lower than those in FH patients. In our study, there
were no difference in BILs between nonacid reflux group and FH
group. We found total episodes of abnormal reflux in nonacid
reflux groupwere significantly less than those in acid reflux group
and similar with FH group. We think that less episodes of
abnormal reflux could lead to relatively mild injury, and that a lot
of medicines usage in RGERD patients could improve or even
cure esophageal mucosal injury.
Numerous studies reported that BILs were associated to

esophageal inflammation inGERDpatients, and distal BILs in RE
patients were significantly lower than those in NERD
patients.[9–11,29,30] Overall, it is reasonable to hypothesize that
BILs decrease in parallel with the severity of GERD, from healthy
to NERD, and then RE. Consistent with above studies, our data
revealed that patients with severe esophagitis had lower distal
BILs than those with mild esophagitis and NERD, and that
patients with severe esophagitis in acid reflux type had lowest
distal BILs. However, our findings showed that there were no
statistical significance in distal BILs between RE patients and
NERD patients. Small sample size may be related with the results.
Furthermore, long-term usage of PPIs might reduce difference of
mucosal injury between 2 groups.
We found that distal BILs were negatively correlated to acid-

related parameters, such as episodes of acid reflux, DeMeester
score, and AET. These data, in keeping with previous
findings,[9,31,32] suggested a possible role of acid, although at
physiological levels, in GERD. The mechanisms responsible for
reflux perception are not yet fully understood. In our data, we
also showed there was no correlation between BILs and episodes
of nonacid reflux. In this regard, acid reflux remains more
4

important determinant in the generation of symptoms, although
MII-pH studies have shown that both acid and nonacid reflux
can generate symptoms.[23,24,33,34] We think BILs are related to
the chemical clearance of the esophagus and concomitant with
physiological levels of esophageal acid or nonacid exposure, but
to our knowledge, we have no idea that how many episodes of
nonacid reflux will be beyond the capacity of chemical
clearance of esophagus. On the other hand, this finding
maybe could explain partly why there was no response to
PPI therapy in RGERD patients, possibly other factors such as
visceral hypersensitivity or psychological disturbances may be
more important than the severity of esophageal mucosal
damage.



[5] Han MS, Peters JH. Ambulatory esophageal pH monitoring. Gastro-

Figure 3. Correlation between BILs from z5 and reflux related parameters. (A) Correlation of DeMeester score and BILs from z5 (r=�0.507, P=0.000, n=62). (B)
Correlation of episodes of acid reflux and BILs from z5 (r=�0.413, P=0.001, n=62). (C) Correlation of AET and BILs from z5 (r=�0.512, P=0.000, n=62). (D)
Correlation of episodes of nonacid reflux and BILs from z5 (r=�0.027, P=0.837, n=62). AET=acid exposure time, BIL=baseline impedance level.
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According to our results, we believe that a more in-depth
pathophysiological evaluation of MII-pH tracings by adding of
BILs could be of help to better investigate and identify patients
with RGERD. However, there still were limitations of our study
were: our study was retrospective, we could not collect enough
information such as smoking, drinking, BMI, severity of reflux
symptoms, and detailed information about other medications; all
patients came from our single clinical center, the numbers were
limited, and we lack of regular GERD patients and normal
population.
In conclusion, based on our data, BILs were related with acid

exposure and severity of esophagitis in RGERD patients, which
was similar to that of regular GERD patients but may be more
complex.Moreover, we believe that the assessment of esophageal
BILs could represent a marker for acid or nonacid reflux induced
changes to the esophageal mucosa. However, the results from our
study warrant further research in RGERD patients to validate the
measurement of BILs.
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